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ABSTRACT System requirements specify how a system meets stakeholder needs. They are a partial
definition of the system under design in natural language that may be restricted in syntax terms. Any
natural language specification inevitably lacks a unique interpretation and includes underspecified terms
and inconsistencies. If the requirements are not validated early in the system development cycle and refined,
as needed, specification flaws may cause costly cycles of corrections in design, implementation and testing.
However, validation should be based on a consistent interpretation with respect to a rigorously defined
semantic context of the domain of the system. We propose a specification approach that, while sufficiently
expressive, it restricts the requirements definition to terms from an ontology with precisely defined concepts
and semantic relationships in the domain of the system under design. This enables a series of semantic
analyses, which guide the engineer towards improving the requirement specification as well as eliciting tacit
knowledge. The problems addressed are prerequisites to enable the derivation of verifiable specifications,
which is of fundamental importance for the design of critical embedded systems. We present the results from
a case study of modest size from the space system domain, as well as an evaluation of our approach from
the user’s point of view. The requirement types that have been covered demonstrate the applicability of the
approach in an industrial context, although the effectiveness of the analysis depends on pre-existing domain
ontologies.

INDEX TERMS Embedded systems, ontologies, requirements validation, semantic reasoning.

I. INTRODUCTION
Validation of system requirements, which are usually written
in natural language, is a prerequisite to guarantee the valid-
ity of a system specification, for an acceptable (correct) and
attainable solution. According to this perspective, we should
aim to the earliest possible discovery and resolution of speci-
fication issues; the goal is to replace part of the effort needed
in the verification testing phase with significantly less effort,
earlier in the system development cycle. Requirements vali-
dation is associated with the problem of transforming them
into a formal specification amenable to verification (formal-
ization). We have addressed this problem in [1] (Fig. 1),
within the context of a correctness-by-construction design
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approach, which allows to discover behavioral (not semantic)
inconsistencies in requirements. However, formal reasoning
is possible only if a well-defined interpretation semantics
exists, for the requirements specification.

In this paper, we introduce an approach which allows for-
mulating requirements in natural language (Fig. 1) through
relying on a semantic modeling and analysis framework that
complements our previous work in [1], for the requirements
formalization and system design. Natural language require-
ments are informal specifications that incorporate personal
views, tacit knowledge and/or may assume facts not explicitly
specified, but expected to be applicable. Any such specifica-
tion, in general, is not characterized by a clear, unambiguous,
complete, and consistent semantics.

To this end, an ontology-driven approach is presented,
in which requirement specifications are restricted to terms
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FIGURE 1. Model-based approach for requirements validation and
system design.

from an ontology with precisely defined concepts and seman-
tic relationships in the domain of the system under design.
To tackle the lack of a unique interpretation for the natural
language syntax, we employ requirement boilerplates, i.e.
textual templates with placeholders to be filled with ontology
elements. These elements are semantically interrelated, as in
the conceptual model that supports the process in [1] and they
are part of a well-defined ontology architecture.
The ontology architecture relies on an upper ontologywith

concepts and common relations that are applicable across a
range of system-specific domain ontologies. The upper ontol-
ogy concepts determine the scope and the expressiveness of
the semantic modeling framework, which allow combining
three different perspectives, when specifying requirements
using boilerplates, namely [2]: (i) the data, (ii) the functional
and (iii) the behavioral perspective. The domain ontologies
integrate general knowledge for the problem domain, includ-
ing knowledge that may be omitted from the requirements
but complements them. All domain-specific concepts are
‘‘typed’’ as concepts of the upper ontology.

This modular and extensible ontology architecture sup-
ports, through integrating different domain ontologies, the
main motivation behind our work, i.e. to deliver a seman-
tic modeling and analysis framework that can be adapted
to multiple domains, while not being dependent on a spe-
cific design modeling language [3]. Instead, the ontology
architecture opens the possibility to adapt it to different indus-
trial standards (e.g. AUTOSAR) through introducing in the
domain ontologies constructs of particular language meta-
models. When comparing our approach with domain-specific
languages (DSLs) for the specification of system require-
ments in particular domains, our approach is more general:
it allows to adapt the domain ontologies in order to expand
the scope of specification capabilities, instead of relying on
fixed language semantics.

Thewhole semantic framework, together with the ontology
terms mentioned in requirements, enable a series of auto-
mated semantic analyses that guide the engineer towards
improving the requirements specification. These analyses
detect specification flaws, such as requirements that are
incomplete or missing (incompleteness), requirements with
terms undefined in the domain ontologies (noise), inconsis-
tencies and so on. We also introduce a technique for detect-
ing semantically related terms within different requirements
(semantic relatedness analysis), with the aim to elicit possible
tacit knowledge. This allows to derive and explicitly define

additional domain knowledge. Using concrete examples from
industrial experience, specifically on requirements for space
systems, we show how the different analyses can be combined
with the knowledge stored in domain ontologies, for eliminat-
ing the specification issues detected.

Our work is not the first ontology-based specification
approach using requirement boilerplates. A recent work was
reported in [4], [5], whereas the CESAR platform [6] has
also introduced a similar approach. In [4], [5], the require-
ments formalization/validation takes place by semantically
mapping the boilerplates to the design abstraction levels of
the EAST-ADL modeling language. In our case, the ontol-
ogy concepts used in the boilerplates are ‘‘typed’’ accord-
ing to the upper ontology, which results to not having been
locked in a specific modeling language. Another difference
is that, for the requirements validation, we support more
analyses, apart from consistency and completeness, as is the
case in [4], [5]. Regarding [6], our approach differs in that
the semantic analysis extends even beyond the boundaries
of existing system-specific domain ontologies, because all
specified terms are interrelated according to the concepts of
the upper ontology. At the behavioral level, our correct-by-
construction design process in [1], avoids verification exclu-
sively by model checking that does not easily scale to larger
models.

The evaluation of the proposed approach is two-fold, i.e.
with respect to the adequacy of the semantic framework
to express real industrial requirements of different types,
and with respect to its efficiency and effectiveness from the
users point of view. Regarding the first priority, a case study
is presented with 65 requirements of different types (func-
tional, performance, interface, operational) from a virtual
earth-observation reference satellite, called Eagle Eye [7]
that was developed by the European Space Agency (ESA).
As for the second priority, we ran an experiment to assess
the required effort for engineers to accomplish a specifica-
tion task and their effectiveness. The engineers who par-
ticipated in the experiment did not know the details of the
ontology architecture, but they could only take advantage of
it using our web-based tool,1 for specifying requirements.
More concretely, we measured the man-effort for formulat-
ing requirements from the natural language description of a
space system, into our boilerplate language. We claim that
the additional cost for applying the approach is affordable
and certainly justified for critical embedded systems, such as
the space systems considered. These findings substantiate the
applicability of our proposal and provide valuable feedback,
for a number of aspects that have to be addressed, when
adopting it into an industrial context.

The concrete research contributions of this article are:
1) The upper ontology and the ontologies of the pro-

posed architecture2 that facilitate integration of domain

1Ontology-based Tool for Requirements Specification and Analysis:
https://iotlab.csd.auth.gr:8081.

2Ontology provided online: https://depend.csd.auth.gr/software/
requirements-ontology.
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TABLE 1. Ontology-based requirements analysis.

ontologies, without needing to modify the semantic
analyses implemented.

2) A methodology for building domain ontologies, which
was applied to capture the domain knowledge of a satel-
lite Attitude & Orbit Control System (AOCS).

3) The syntax and semantics of the boilerplate language
and the automated inference of relationships between
terms in the boilerplate placeholders.

4) The semantic analyses, including the semantic
relatedness analysis for eliciting possible tacit
knowledge.

5) The Eagle Eye case study and the users’ experi-
ment results, as well as a critical discussion of issues
related to the adoption of the approach in an industrial
context.

The rest of the article is structured as follows. The next
section discusses the related work. Section III presents the
overall semantic modeling framework, including the upper
ontology and the proposed ontology architecture. Section IV
introduces a method for building domain ontologies, the
syntax and semantics of the boilerplate language and how
the various ontology relationships are used in the seman-
tic representation of requirements. The implementation of
the proposed semantic analyses is described in Section V,
whereas the semantic relatedness analysis for eliciting tacit
knowledge is presented in Section VI. In Section VII, we dis-
cuss the results from the Eagle Eye case study. Section VIII
presents the experimental evaluation of the approach from
the users point of view and Section IX summarizes the
issues related to its industrial adoption. Finally, the last
section concludes the paper and refers to future research
prospects.

II. RELATED WORK
Table 1 summarizes the research contributions of related
works on ontology-driven requirements engineering. This
classification was based on the systematic literature review
in [76], from which all references until 2015 were exam-
ined with respect to the scope of our work, whereas some
additional works beyond 2015 were also included. Only
the tools that were found to be publicly available are
reported.

It is worth to note that a number of studies referenced in
Table 1 are part of a larger project or continuation work cover-
ing various aspects of requirement analysis. However, only a
small number of them, including ours, provide a detailed for-
malization of the ontology relationships and rules. Moreover,
according to Fig. 2, it seems that this work provides a more
complete coverage of capabilities. An interesting approach,
in terms of the provided support, is the CESAR project [6]
with 9 contributions, whereas [4], [23] and [14] follow with
6 contributions (the latter article is also related to the CESAR
project). The closely related works to our research contribu-
tions are described henceforward.

a: PATTERN-BASED SPECIFICATION
The CESAR reference technology platform [6], [14], [74],
[77] addresses the standardization of requirements across
the development stages of embedded systems. CESAR intro-
duces a Requirements Specification Language (RSL) with
boilerplates that combine three clauses, like in our language
(prefix, main part and suffix). RSL’s boilerplate placehold-
ers (attributes) are defined in an ontology. These placeholders
must be filled in with terms from a domain-specific ontol-
ogy. A language of property patterns with formal semantics
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FIGURE 2. Contributions per related work.

is used, but no exact association of boilerplates with the
specific patterns is provided, as we do in [1]. CESAR can
also perform relatedness analysis to guide the engineers in
writing requirements using semantically related concepts.
Elicitation of tacit knowledge, one of the contributions of
this work, is not supported. Finally, semantic analysis in
CESAR seems to be scoped only in comparing the infor-
mation specified in requirements with the domain ontology.
Our semantic analyses differ in that they are based on the
upper (domain-independent) ontology, which makes them
applicable to multiple system domains, while the existence of
domain knowledge is not necessary. CESAR users rely on the
DODT (Domain Ontology Design Tool) tool, which allows
editing requirements, based on the available boilerplates, and
supports the analysis of requirements, like our web-based
tool.

In [4], [5], the authors introduced the Requirement Spec-
ification language for Automotive systems (RESA). RESA
supports the specification of embedded system requirements,
their semantic representation using events and their semantic
analysis through identifying thematic roles. When compared
to that work, our semantic analysis is not limited only to
consistency and completeness checking, whereas we addi-
tionally propose a way to uncover tacit knowledge in a set of
requirements. Finally, as it was already noted, an additional
difference is that for the requirements validation at the level of
system’s behavior, we follow a correctness-by-construction
design methodology [1].

b: FORMAL VERIFICATION
A noteworthy consistency checking methodology for
requirements is the one in [41]. This approach introduces
a grammar for a natural-like language to parse time-related
functional requirements and translate them into Linear Tem-
poral Logic (LTL) formulas, amenable to semantic analysis
for consistency. The proposed solution is evaluated over a
rich set of examples, which is however limited only to a
small subset of functional requirements. Furthermore, when
interpreting sentences without using domain ontologies, the
matching with words is inevitably a manual procedure and
this is an important limitation in the applicability of the
method to real-world problems.

c: DOMAIN ONTOLOGIES FOR SPACE SYSTEMS
The Systems and Software Division of the Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory (JPL) has performed related work towards
improving the systems engineering practices, in an attempt
to master the increasing complexity of space flight missions.
More concretely, JPL has developed several ontologies in
Web Ontology Language 2 (OWL 2), for the domain of
space flightmissions [78], [79], [80], [81]. Their model-based
approach is focused on the Systems Modeling Language
(SysML). The ontology is used to generate a consistent model
by semantic reasoning and analysis techniques. However,
JPL’s ontologies address only top-level application domain
knowledge. The inner structure of requirement specifica-
tions is addressed briefly and mainly outsourced to SysML.
According to [82], the adaptation of the SysML requirements
concept is considered as a weakness, therefore they propose
to combine the JPL mission concepts with a more detailed
requirement semantics model.

d: SEMANTIC RELATEDNESS
The problem of generating knowledge recommendations
through semantic relatedness has been previously investi-
gated in [83]. The analysis is applied to a learning organizer
ontology, in order to measure the semantic relevance between
a learning resource and the learning context of a learner.
According to the authors, their measurement approach is
simple and achieves adequate results. Semantic relatedness
analysis has also been applied to enhance traceability of
requirements [72], [73], or to guide engineers in using seman-
tically related concepts within boilerplate requirements [74].
The latter studies are outside the scope of our work. Similarity
analysis, a special case of relatedness analysis, has been pre-
viously used in several studies [40], [46], [63] to process and
analyze natural language requirements. However, similarity
analysis is more limited in scope than semantic relatedness
analysis, which takes all kinds of relations into account.

III. SEMANTIC MODELING FRAMEWORK FOR
REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION
A. PRELIMINARIES ON ONTOLOGY-BASED MODELING
An ontology is an explicit definition of concepts in a
well-bounded domain of knowledge. The main components
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FIGURE 3. System attributes ontology (SAO).

of an ontology are the classes, their individuals, the attributes,
the relationships and the axioms.
Classes (also termed concepts) are abstract groups or col-

lections of entities/‘‘things’’ within a domain. Individuals
(also termed instances) are the ‘‘things’’ represented by a
concept. Classes have attributes (or properties), which can
be another class or individual, to store information that is
specific to the class. Relationships (or relations) describe the
way classes and individuals can be related to one another (e.g.
the subsumption relation, according to which a class - called
subclass - is subsumed by another class). Finally, axioms
are used to constrain values for classes or individuals. They
are assertions (and rules) in a logical form that all together
represent the overall theory that the ontology describes in its
domain of application.

B. SYSTEM AND ATTRIBUTES ONTOLOGY (SAO)
The upper ontology called System Attributes Ontology
(SAO) is depicted in Fig. 3 and provides the context
for encoding all semantic relationships between the terms
mentioned in the boilerplate placeholders (the boilerplate
syntax is given in Tables 6, 7 and 8). SAO allows express-
ing requirements by combining three different perspectives,
namely [2]: (i) the data, (ii) the functional and (iii) the
behavioral perspective. Moreover, it integrates the conceptual
model in [1], which supports the formalization of system
requirements.

1) DATA PERSPECTIVE
The data perspective concerns with the input-output data rela-
tionships and the structural dependencies in a system. Within
the SAO ontology, all these relationships are defined using
structures for input and output data (e.g. decomposition of
Items), and how the system is composed (e.g. contains
relation, Interfaces and Connections to external
systems).

For example, in the following boilerplate requirement,
a Communication system contains an S-Band system,
i.e. the verb ‘‘contain’’ expresses a composition relationship
between two systems.
M16: <System:Communication> shall contain

<System:S-band>
Also, in the boilerplate requirements below, the S-band sys-
tem receives the uplink signal that is sent by the Ground,
i.e. verbs ‘‘receive’’ and ‘‘send’’ express an input-output data
relationship between the two systems.
M4: <System:S-Band> shall receive <Item:

uplink signal>
M3: <System:Ground> shall send <Item:uplink

signal>

2) FUNCTIONAL PERSPECTIVE
The functional perspective allows expressing how the sys-
tem’s functions handle data (e.g. through the performs
Function relation): it is possible to express that some data
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are received, sent or manipulated by executing specific func-
tions.

For example, in the following boilerplate requirement, the
S-Band system performs a function that demodulates
the uplink signal.
M7: <System:S-band> shall perform

<Function:demodulate uplink signal>
The boilerplate requirement below is a specification that com-
bines the data perspective with the functional perspective:
M10: <System:S-band> shall transfer

<Item:telemetry data>
This requirement implies an Interface definition (i.e.

structural dependency), which can be automatically inferred
through semantic reasoning, to enable the transfer of
telemetry data (a functional specification). More con-
cretely, the inference yields the relations implied by the
following semantically equivalent specifications:
M9: <System:S-band> shall present

<Interface:S-band-interface>
M10: <Interface:S-band-interface> shall

transfer <Item:telemetry data>

3) BEHAVIORAL PERSPECTIVE
The behavioral perspective allows expressing a system’s
behavior in a state-based specification style and how it inter-
acts within the overall system context.

This is possible through defining State information for
the system, given as StateValues that belong to a
StateSet. A StateValue is set by a Function and
can be used (through the isAvailableIn relation) as a
condition that warrants a state-transition.

Finally, a system can affect another system through travers-
ing events (i.e. Flows), states or data (i.e. Items). For
example, for specifying that the S-Band system shall
receive uplink signal, as long as the S-Band Mode is
Active, we use the following prefix to extend the example
requirement in Section III-B1.
P3: As long as<System:S-band><State:Mode>

is <StateValue:Active>
M4: <System:S-Band> shall receive <Item:

uplink signal>

4) SAO DESIGN PRINCIPLES AND INFERENCE OF IMPLICIT
ASSUMPTIONS
SAO has been defined independently of the type of system
under design and we therefore refer to it as the domain-
independent ontology. This implies that the SAO concepts
and their relationships (formally defined in first-order logic in
the online Appendix A.13), should be specialized for the type
of system and abstraction level of the requirements specifi-
cation. The highest level of abstraction is the whole system
under design, while the lower the level of abstraction, the
more detail is taken into account (cf. system decomposition
example in Section III-B1).

3Appendix: https://depend.csd.auth.gr/software/requirements-ontology.

SAO adopts some (but not all) elementary concepts and
properties of the JPL ontologies (cf. Section II); it may be
considered as a simplification and at the same time as an
extension of the JPL Mission Ontology.

The main intend behind its design is to enable capturing
the asymmetric producer/consumer relationships that char-
acterize the functional perspective in requirements specifi-
cation: any System is producing Flow and Item entities,
and when two systems are connected by a Connection,
another System consumes the produced flows and
items (Fig. 3).

System requirements are, by definition, a partial specifi-
cation. Their semantic representation does not allow auto-
mated reasoning, unless having made explicit any implicit
information, which result in spots of incompleteness of the
semantic model. To identify assumptions that should become
explicit, we take into account the producer/consumer rela-
tionships imposed by SAO. All these assumptions result
in creating Connection instances (and Interfaces
when necessary) and property relations, using Shapes Con-
straint Language (SHACL) rules [84]. The derived ele-
ments that complete the partial specification remain in the
ontology as long as the set of requirements, where they
come from, persist. The following two cases are taken into
account:
• A Function performed by a System sends (or
emits) a Traversing Concept that a Function
of a different System receives (or ingests). Then,
(i) Interface individuals will be created to transfer
the TraversingConcept, and (ii) a Connection
individual will be created to join the Interfaces and
traverse the TraversingConcept.

• A TraversingConcept is produced (resp. con-
sumed) by two Systems through their Interfaces
using a Connection. In this case, transfer and
traverse relations are created, for the Interfaces
and Connection.

Example 1: Let us consider the following requirements,
representing the fact that a System sends an Item, and
another System receives it:

M3: <System:Rate Control Guidance> shall
send <Item:spacecraft attitude and
body rates>

M4: <System:Attitude Error Generator>
shall receive <Item: spacecraft attitude
and body rates>

According to the first implicit assumption, the new
instances Interface1 and Interface2 are cre-
ated that are presented respectively by System:Rate
Control Guidance and System:Attitude Error
Generator, whereas Connection1 is also created
to join the two interfaces and traverse the referred
Item:spacecraft attitude and body rates.
The resulting representation of these two requirements is
shown in Fig. 4.
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FIGURE 4. Connection representation.

C. ONTOLOGY ARCHITECTURE
The overall ontology architecture relies on the SAO upper
ontology, which provides the core glossary to support vari-
ous system-specific domain ontologies. This allows covering
multiple heterogeneous system domains. The overall architec-
ture has been designed in order to enable:
• Design of domain-specific ontologies with self-
contained semantics, i.e. without need to refer to terms
outside of their context (maintainability).

• Integration of additional domain-specific ontologies,
without needing to modify the overall ontology architec-
ture (extensibility).

• Resolution of semantic conflicts at the top-level ontol-
ogy, when defining mappings between the different
lower-level ontologies.

• A clear separation between an ontology and a knowl-
edge base (i.e. ontology combined with individuals),
such that ontologies only contain classes, properties,
relationships and axioms. Semantic analysis takes place
at the instance level, but the overall ontology architecture
can be easily reused in multiple different projects.

The ontology architecture in Fig. 5 is given as a modular
collection of five ontology categories including SAO.

The Requirement Boilerplate Ontology (RBO) provides
semantic definitions for the boilerplates (e.g. main, prefix,
suffix) and their placeholders. It imposes structural con-
straints in assembling a requirement, which provide a formal
syntax. RBO classes are related to classes of the SAO.

The Domain Specific Ontologies (DSOs) contain
domain-specific classes for the system under design. DSOs
import all SAO classes and specialize them.

The Lexicographic Ontology (LO) contains synonym and
antonym semantic definitions for the boilerplates. It allows
using paraphrases inside a boilerplate and contributes to the
consistency analysis of requirements.

The Requirements Definition Ontology (RDO) serves as a
repository of requirements and uses elements from the LO
and DSO, following the semantic definitions of RBO. There-
fore, RDO imports the RBO, LO and DSO ontologies, and
transitively imports (through the DSO) the SAO ontology.

FIGURE 5. Ontology architecture.

The types of relations in Fig. 5 are explained after showing
the semantic representation of the following example require-
ment, using the ontology architecture.
Example 2: Let us consider a natural language require-

ment, for the reaction wheel (RW) unit telecommand process-
ing:

If RW processor receives a TC(8,1) manual command-
ing command, the RW actuator processor shall set the
RW torque.

The example requirement is broken into a prefix and amain
clause, as follows:

P1: if <System:RW processor> receives <Flow:
TC(8,1) manual commanding command>

M1: <System:RW processor> shall set<Item:RW
torque>

The details of the representation of each clause within the
overall ontology architecture is shown in Fig. 6. The prefix
and main clauses are respectively represented by the
RBO:P1 and RBO:M1 classes of RBO. Both clauses are
related (isRelatedToPlaceholder property) to the
DSO:RW processor, individual of the DSO:Actuator
processor unit. In the main clause, DSO:RW
processor, DSO:set and DSO:RW torque are respec-
tively instances of (refinements of) the SAO:System,
SAO:Function and SAO:Item classes. In the pre-
fix, DSO:RW processor, DSO:receives and DSO:
TC(8,1) manual commanding command are inst
ances of (refinements of)SAO:System,SAO: Function
and SAO:Flow respectively. In this representation, every
element in the clauses is indirectly related to a SAO class,
which enables the execution of semantic analysis queries.

The four types of relations that connect the classes and
individuals of the described representation are:
• inclusion (red arrow): if ontology A includes ontology B,
then all classes defined in B are also found in A together
with the restrictions, properties and other axiomatic rela-
tions of these classes from B. Thus, in RBO there are
classes from the LO and DSOs that are equipped with
structural constraints from those ontologies for assem-
bling a requirement.
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FIGURE 6. Ontology relationships for the requirement in Example 2.

• polymorphic refinement (green arrow): a definition from
an ontology is included and refined. For example, the
System class defined in SAO, can be included in a
DSO and extended in order to apply to AOCS systems,
and included in another DSO and further extended to be
applied to electric power supply systems.

• instantiation (blue arrow): ontology A imports ontol-
ogy B, where B is decomposed only into individuals.
For example, the RDO Instances import RDO and is
composed solely of RDO individuals. The instantiation
relation type separates individuals from the repository of
ontology classes that can be read or physically shared,
for improved reusability, as well as for sharing and con-
fidentiality purposes.

• individual relation (orange arrow): denotes an ‘‘is
related to’’ relationship between RBO and DSO instance
ontologies via a property. For instance, in the Example 2,
the RBO individual is related to the RW processor
of the DSO via the isRelatedToPlaceholder
(Fig. 6).

Through this representation of requirements within the
ontology architecture, we move from the textual form of
requirements to a precisely defined semantic structure that
consists of uniquely identified ontology elements (i.e. classes,
individuals, properties and relationships). The role of these
elements is to explicitly state and encode knowledge, which
is taken into account in order to perform semantic analysis
and possibly extract tacit knowledge, if any.

IV. SEMANTIC REPRESENTATION OF REQUIREMENTS
A. DOMAIN SPECIFIC ONTOLOGY (DSO)
To express requirements from different system domains,
we need DSOs that will encompass these domains. Any
such ontology will import all SAO classes and will further

FIGURE 7. Space system DSO.

specialize them. The DSO concepts, together with their inter-
relationships will therefore provide a semantic model of the
system’s domain at each level of specification, from the sys-
tem as a whole to each hardware and software subsystem. The
example in Fig. 7 shows the different levels of a DSO for the
space system domain.

Fig. 8 introduces a process for the elicitation of a DSO.
First, an upper ontology serves as a top-level structure for the
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FIGURE 8. Domain-specific ontology elicitation process.

FIGURE 9. Attitude and orbit control abstract concept categories.

definition of domain ontologies; in our case, this is the SAO.
Then, we gather domain knowledge from various sources,
including domain experts, requirement specification docu-
ments and architecture designs from previous projects. In this
step, we try to identify and extract abstract categories, i.e.
concepts that characterize all systems in the domain, which
may include collections of objects, distinct functionality,
exchanged information, types of objects or kinds of things.

Fig. 9 presents a decomposition of our AOCS domain
ontology, in which several categories are shown for dif-
ferent functionalities of the AOCS system. For example,
since any AOCS system shall process inputs from a set of
sensors a SensorProcessor subsystem will exist and
therefore it has been added as an abstract category for the
AttitudeAndOrbitalControlSystem class.

The next step concerns with the assignment of identified
categories to the upper ontology concepts and the representa-
tion of their interrelations by appropriate OWL constraints
(Table 2). This is crucial for incrementally building the
DSO, while unfolding the knowledge extraction process. For
example, an AttitudeAndOrbitalControlSystem
shall contain some SensorProcessor instances, and
the latter will have exactly two functions: (i) receive

TABLE 2. OWL constraints with examples used in DSO.

FIGURE 10. Requirement boilerplate ontology.

only sensor input and (ii) perform only sensor
input processing, where sensor input is a
SAO:Item subclass and sensor input processing
is a SAO:Function subclass of the SensorProcessor
class.

Finally, for each of the already modeled categories the
process is iterated from the second step following a top-down
or bottom-up approach to further assign subcategories.
By focusing on a set of clearly defined concept categories,
we avoid to restrict knowledge extraction only to specific
categorical concepts, while the effort to develop an initial
knowledge base can be limited.

B. REQUIREMENT BOILERPLATE ONTOLOGY (RBO)
RBO in Fig. 10 encodes the elements of requirement specifi-
cations in a boilerplate form, like in the Examples 1 and 2.

Our boilerplates combine at most three clauses:
• Prefix, which specifies a stimulation or a condition,
• Main that specifies an expected action or state and
• Suffix, which is used to specify additional constraints
to the expected action.
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TABLE 3. Boilerplate grammar.

TABLE 4. Auxiliary grammar.

Definition of boilerplates as a sequence of clauses offers
modularity, simplifies the problem of boilerplate composi-
tion (expressiveness), allows for a unique interpretation of
requirements and facilitates automated reasoning for seman-
tic analysis using the relevant ontology-based technologies.
A requirement shall always have a main clause.

The main RBO classes are:
• the Placeholder class representing:

– the SAO ontology concepts that are used in boiler-
plate placeholders,

– the fixed elements of the boilerplate syntax (e.g. if,
asSoonAs, asLongAs, or, and and xor), and

– classes/instances of synonyms and antonyms (e.g.
send, receive, transmit etc.) defined in the
LO.

• the ReqDescriptor class that encodes the used boil-
erplate clauses.

Relations between RBO’s classes have been defined in
first-order logic (online Appendix A.2).

1) BOILERPLATES SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS
Tables 3 and 4 show the boilerplate language syntax, in a
context-free grammar (the notation for the grammar rules
is defined in Table 5). In general, the grammar is left-
associative; for the rules with ambiguous associativity (e.g.
the <logical expression> rule), left-associativity is imposed
by the parser.

TABLE 5. Notation used in the boilerplate grammar.

TABLE 6. Prefix templates syntax.

TABLE 7. Suffix templates syntax.

Table 8 introduces the syntax for the main clause,
which may be used for system requirements referring to
a System/Function (templates M1-M7), for specifying
implementation details for a System/Interface (tem-
plates M8-M10) or for subordinate design specifications
(templates M11-M16). The optional existence of not in main
constrains a requirement’s semantics, i.e. it affects seman-
tic reasoning, but doesn’t have any impact to the resulting
semantic model.

As shown in the grammar rule for <prefix> in Table 3,
a requirement may have a simple prefix or possibly multi-
ple prefixes in sequence, separated with a logic connective
(e.g. and, or). The same is true for a requirement suffix.
The syntax of prefixes/suffixes is defined in Tables 6 and 7
respectively. When specifying constraints using suffix(es) we
need a flexible syntax for the <quantifier>s (Table 4) that
promotes expressiveness, while admitting a clear semantics.
To this end, following the guidelines of [85], the quanti-
fier definitions are grouped into three distinct syntax cat-
egories, namely <affirmative>, <negative> and <closed-
interval>. The current set of templates does not use all pos-
sible quantifiers, but the syntax structure clearly foresees the
need for more templates to address evolving specification
needs.
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FIGURE 11. Example requirement and its decomposition.

TABLE 8. Main templates syntax.

To further explain the prefixes introduced in Table 6,
P2 is appropriate for specifying a temporal relation for an
<occurring functionality>, while P1 for specifying a log-
ical condition. At the semantic level, there is no differ-
ence in representing a temporal or a logical condition (or
stimulation).

Not all possible combinations of prefix, main and suf-
fix templates are meaningful. Templates M1-M7 refer to
the system’s expected behavior, and they can be combined
with any prefix and suffix, as opposed to other main tem-
plates, which introduce the system’s architectural details
(e.g. state or system decomposition, connections, interfaces
etc.).

The requirement in Fig. 11 is expressed by combining M7
with the P1 prefix. The figure shows the terminal symbols
of the boilerplate grammar and how each ReqDescriptor
clause is decomposed into instances of SAO concepts. Specif-
ically, this requirement expresses that a System receives a
Flow and then performs a System’s Function.

FIGURE 12. Prefix representation for the requirement in Fig. 11.

FIGURE 13. Representation of the requirement in Fig. 11.

From Section III-B, it is evident that the semantics of the
boilerplate language is closely related to the SAO concept
relationships. In many cases, the boilerplate syntax entails the
creation of additional relationships between the placeholder
terms, by running appropriate SHACL rules. These cases con-
cern with the following three specification patterns:
• Perform relationship
This pattern refers to main/prefix templates of the form:

system verb (item/flow/state)

where verb is represented by one of the relevant proper-
ties (i.e. ingest, emits, send, receive and set)
defined in SAO. Such a pattern entails the creation of
two SAO relations:
– a System is related to a Function through the
performs property,

– a Function is related to a Traversing
Concept or a StateConcept through a SAO
property relevant to the used <verb>.

For the example requirement in Fig. 11, the addi-
tional relations for the prefix are shown in Fig. 12:
System:sensor processing unit is related to
Function1:ingests TC(8,1)setupcommand
through the performs property, while the latter
is related to Flow:TC(8,1) setup command
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FIGURE 14. Example requirement with state value constraint.

FIGURE 15. Representation of the requirement in Fig. 14.

through the ingests property. Function1 is not
explicitly mentioned, but it is an inferred individual of
the Function:ingests class.

• Invocation relationship
When a prefix defines an <occurring functionality>,
a relation through the SAO property invokes will
be created, to reflect the fact that a Function
is invoked as a response to a flow/item stim-
uli. Fig. 13 shows how this relation is created, for
the example in Fig. 11: the new relationship repre-
sents the invocation of the functionality of the main
template (Function:set-up procedure) by the
<occurring functionality> in the prefix (Function1).

• Availability relationship
A <state value constraint> in a boilerplate prefix
implies an isAvailableIn relation. In this way, the
state mentioned in the prefix is related with the func-
tionality specified in the main clause. An example is
the requirement in Fig. 14 that is decomposed into a
prefix and a main clause. This requirement expresses
the fact that a system State is in a StateValue, and
performs a system’s Function (Fig. 15).

C. LEXICOGRAPHIC ONTOLOGY (LO)
LO is defined independently from the system to be specified
and therefore, it is a domain-independent ontology. It encodes
in the RDF/OWL language synonymous and antonymous
lexical units, which can be used in boilerplate placeholders.

FIGURE 16. Requirement classification.

For example, as shown in Table 8, the lexical unit
‘‘receive’’ is synonymous to ‘‘accept’’ and ‘‘acquire’’;
when the latter are used in boilerplate placeholders, they
are considered as semantically similar to ‘‘receive’’ and
dissimilar to ‘‘send’’ (and its synonym ‘‘forward’’). Seman-
tic similarity/dissimilarity is used in consistency analysis
(Section V-B).
The LO consists of lexical units taken from two public

ontologies, namely the Gellish English Dictionary [86] and
the WordNet Lexical Database [87].

D. REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION ONTOLOGY (RDO)
RDO defines the Requirement class and provides the
framework, in which the classification of requirements and
their semantic analysis takes place. It imports the SAO,
RBO, LO and DSO ontologies and defines the mappings and
subclassof relationships between them, while preserving
their semantics.

The relations of RDO concepts have been defined
in first-order logic (online Appendix A.3). For the pur-
pose of classifying the erroneous requirements, when
running the semantic analyses of Section V, the fol-
lowing subclasses of the Requirement class have
been defined (Fig. 16): IncompleteRequirement,
InconsistentRequirement,AmbiguousRequire-
ment, NoisyRequirement, OpaqueRequirement
and RedundantRequirement.
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V. SEMANTIC ANALYSIS
The ontology architecture and the semantic representation
of boilerplate-based requirements, make it possible to detect
flaws in specifications by running appropriate SHACL infer-
ence rules [84] based on SPARQL [88]. The semantic analy-
ses that have been implemented are:
• (In-)Completeness. Detect requirements that are
incomplete or missing.

• (In-)Consistency. Detect requirements with similar boil-
erplates that specify in corresponding placeholders dif-
ferent instances or use contradicting words or different
quantifiers (e.g. numbers or number units).

• Ambiguity. Detect requirements that have in their boil-
erplate placeholders values, which can be replaced with
instances of more concrete subclasses.

• Noise. Detect requirements that refer to concepts/
instances that are undefined in existing domain
ontologies.

• Opacity. Detect requirements that specify irrelevant
instances of concepts in their boilerplate placeholders
for the subject.

• Redundancy. Detect requirements with the same boiler-
plates that specify semantically equivalent values to their
placeholders.

A. (IN-)COMPLETENESS
The completeness of a set of requirements is assessed from
two different perspectives. From an internal point of view,
incomplete requirements are those that omit to refer to spe-
cific instances, in some of their boilerplate placeholders.
From an external completeness perspective, incompleteness
occurs when there are requirements that refer to instances that
have not yet been specified in any other requirement (missing
requirements). The SHACL rules that implement this analy-
sis are presented in the online Appendix C.1. An aggregate
indicator of incompleteness is also computed:

ReqCountincomplete
ReqCountTotal

∗ 100

where ReqCountincomplete denotes the number of incom-
plete requirements and ReqCountTotal is the total number of
requirements. If the set of requirements is empty, then the
reported incompleteness is 0 %.

B. (IN-)CONSISTENCY
A set of requirements is consistent when there are no con-
flicts between requirements, for every possible pair of them.
Conflicts occur, when the same boilerplate placeholders in
a pair have been assigned diverse values. The SHACL rules
that implement this analysis are presented in the online
Appendix C.2. A metric that summarizes the findings is also
computed:

ReqCountinconsistent
ReqCountTotal

∗ 100

where ReqCountinconsistent denotes the number of all incon-
sistent requirements and ReqCountTotal is the total number of

requirements. If the set of requirements is empty, the reported
inconsistency is 0 %.

C. AMBIGUITY
Ambiguity refers to requirements, which have boilerplate
placeholders with values that can be replaced with instances
of more concrete subclasses. The SHACL rules that imple-
ment this analysis are presented in the online Appendix C.3.
A metric that quantifies existing ambiguity is computed as
follows:

ReqCountambiguous
ReqCountTotal

∗ 100

where ReqCountambiguous denotes the number of ambigu-
ous requirements and ReqCountTotal is the total number of
requirements. If the set of requirements is empty, then the
reported ambiguity is 0 %.

D. NOISE
Noise refers to requirements that specify a boilerplate place-
holder value, which is not an instance of a domain ontol-
ogy class (i.e. a term that is not defined in existing domain
ontologies). The SHACL rules that implement this analysis
are presented in the online Appendix C.4.

A metric of existing noise is computed as follows:

ReqCountnoisy
ReqCountTotal

∗ 100

with ReqCountnoisy is the number of noisy requirements and
ReqCountTotal the total number of requirements. If the set of
requirements is empty, then the reported noise is 0 %.

E. OPACITY
Opacity is concerned with requirements specifying terms that
are irrelevant (i.e. there is no SAO dependency) to the require-
ment subject. The SHACL rules that implement this analysis
are presented in the online Appendix C.5

A metric of existing opacity is computed:

ReqCountopaque
ReqCountTotal

∗ 100

where ReqCountopaque is the number of opaque requirements
and ReqCountTotal is the total number of requirements. If the
set of requirements is empty, the reported opacity measure-
ment is 0 %.

F. REDUNDANCY
Redundant specifications in a set of requirements occur,
when for the same subject, two corresponding boilerplate
placeholders are assigned semantically equivalent instances
or the same quantifiers (e.g. numbers and number units).
The SHACL rules for this analysis are presented in the
online Appendix C.6. A metric of redundancy is computed
as follows:

ReqCountredundant
ReqCountTotal

∗ 100
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where ReqCountredundant denotes the number of redundant
requirements and ReqCountTotal is the total number of
requirements. If the set of requirements is empty, then the
reported redundancy is 0 %.

VI. TACIT KNOWLEDGE EXTRACTION
The discovery of abstract categories in a system domain
(cf. Section IV-A) and the identification of their relationships
are complex tasks, due to the need to apply techniques of
generalization and inference. We introduce here a practical
approach, called relatedness analysis, to aid the retrieval of
latent semantic connections from knowledge that is defined
either in the domain ontologies or in the requirements. The
findings of this analysis are likely to uncover tacit knowledge,
which should be taken into account, in order to improve the
overall semantic coverage of the domain or the completeness
of the requirements specification.

In essence, for any two terms we estimate the ‘‘closeness’’
of their semantic relationships using weights that depend on
the type of their SAO properties. The semantic relatedness of
any two terms is defined as follows:

Relci,cj =


0 if no SAO property relates ci with

cj transitively
Wck/c1 otherwise

whereWck/c1 is the weight for term ck = ci relative to c1 = cj
with k being the index of ci in the minimal path from cj. The
weight is computed using the recursive definition:

Wc1/c1 = 1

Wc2/c1 = 1/a

Wcn/c1 = (1/a)Wcn−1/c1

where α is assigned values that are prime numbers to ensure
a unique product that quantifies the semantic relatedness of
any two in a group of terms.

The highest weight (α = 2) is assigned to
all properties with meaning that relates a Function
withTraversingConcepts (send/receive/ingests/
emits), since they result in the inference of Interfaces,
Connections and associated properties (cf. Section III-B4).
The immediately lower weight (α = 3) is assigned to prop-
erties with decomposition meaning (isDecomposedTo,
invokes, contains or the inverse isComposedOf/
isInvokedBy/isContainedIn), because any such
information enriches our semantic knowledge for a system’s
design. The next lower weight (α = 5) is assigned to the
only remaining property that relates a Function with a
TraversingConcept (set or the inverse isSetBy).
The remaining weights are:
• α = 7 if the property relating cn and cn−1 is perform/
present or their inverse (isPerformedBy
/isPresentedBy respectively)

• α = 11 if the property relating cn with cn−1 is
transfer or its inverse isTransferedBy

• α = 13 if the property relating cn with cn−1 is joins

FIGURE 17. SAO representation of requirements in Example 3.

• α = 17 if the property relating cn with cn−1 is
isAvailableIn

• α = 19 if the property relating cn with cn−1 is
hasState or its inverse isStateOf

• α = 23 if the property relating cn with cn−1 denotes any
other relationship

We consider as less important all properties related with
StateConcept, due to the need to precede the informa-
tion extraction for all asymmetric producer/consumer rela-
tionships defined in SAO, from any state-related information.
Example 3: Fig. 17 depicts the graph of the SAO proper-

ties, for the following set of requirements:
M1: <System:Attitude Error Generator>

shall set <Item:Attitude errors>
M15: <Item:Attitude errors> shall be composed

from<Item:attitude error quaternion>
and <Item:rate error vector>

M4: <System:Attitude Controller> shall rece-
ive <Item:attitude error quaternion>

M1: <System:Attitude Controller> shall set
<Item:reaction wheel unit torque
demands>

The semantic relatedness values for all pairs of terms found
in boilerplate placeholders are shown in Table 9.
Algorithm 1 introduces a knowledge extraction process to

spot pairs of terms that an expert could potentially decide to
relate through a missing SAO property. Discovery of such
pairs takes place by traversing for each term the next closely
related term through an existing property, until no other
semantic assumptions can be accessed. This results in dis-
covering tacit knowledge, which should either be included
in a domain ontology or appended as additional require-
ment(s). The process depends on weighted semantic related-
ness properties that can be adapted or usedwith other weights,
if needed, in order to better suit a particular system context.
Application of Algorithm 1 is illustrated in Example 4, for a
set of requirements from the Eagle-Eye case study.

VII. THE EAGLE-EYE CASE STUDY
Eagle-Eye [7] is a virtual satellite for earth observation,
which carries a payload (called ‘‘GoldenEye)’’ consisting of
a high-resolution imaging camera. The Eagle Eye system is
decomposed into the subsystems shown in Fig. 18: (i) Data
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TABLE 9. Semantic relatedness of all terms in the requirements of Example 3.

Algorithm 1 Discovery of Latent Semantic Relations
Input: Semantic relatedness (sr) matrixM
Output: Potentially missing SAO property relating two existing terms
1: SRh← highest sr of matrix, found inM [ci, cj], such that sr 6= 1
2: SR← SRh
3: c′← cj
4: k ← highest sr in c′, with sr ≤ SRh, found in M [c′, cj]
5: while ((SRh 6= minimum sr in row c′) and (SAO property exists that relates c′ with cj)) do
6: c′← cj
7: SRh← highest sr in row c′ found inM [c′, cj], not previously selected, with sr ≤ SRh
8: end while
9: PFOUND← false

10: if SRh 6= 0 then
11: Potentially missing property (if not contradicting with existing property) for any SAO valid combination of ci, cj of Step

1 and c′, cj of Step 8.

12: PFOUND← choose

{
true if property is approved by domain expert
false otherwise

13: if (PFOUND = true) then
14: return true
15: end if
16: end if
17: if ((SRh = 0) or (PFOUND = false)) then
18: SRh← highest sr ≤ k in row c′ of Step 4, not previously selected
19: if (SRh 6= 0) then
20: goto 5
21: else
22: SRh← highest sr of matrix, found inM [ci, cj], such that sr ≤ SR
23: if (SRh = 0) then
24: return false
25: else
26: goto 2
27: end if
28: end if
29: end if

Management System (DMS), (ii) RF communication, (iii)
thermal subsystem, (iv) power subsystem, (v) AOCS, (vi)
sensors/actuators and (vii) payload.

The DMS controls and processes commands and data orig-
inated from the equipment, the ground and the Golden Eye
payload. DMS also handles all the data flow, data storage
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FIGURE 18. EagleEye virtual spacecraft architecture.

and data encryption/decryption between the subsystems. The
RF Communication receives commands from the ground and
transmits the satellite status (S-Band) and the payload data
(X-Band) to the ground. The Power Control and Distribution
Unit (PCDU) of the power subsystem controls the onboard
power generated by the solar array cells. For energy storage,
Eagle Eye uses batteries. The AOCS controls the attitude
and position of the satellite, and interacts with: (i) sensors
(Global Positioning System - GPS, Gyroscopes, Sun sensors,
Star tracker and Magnetometer), and (ii) actuators (Reaction
wheels, Thrusters and Magnetorquer).

The thermal subsystem is passive during nominal opera-
tions. Heaters are only activated in case of contingencies. The
GoldenEye imaging unit transfers science data to the Solid
State Mass Memory (SSMM), where they are buffered. The
SSMM transfers the data to the X-band unit upon a command
received from the Central Data Management Unit (CDMU).
All on-board I/O for EagleEye are conducted across a single
MIL-STD-1553 bus.

Eagle-Eye has been developed in a number of ESA studies
as a workbench for evaluating new tools and techniques. Our
case study includes a list of 65 natural language requirements
of the following types (Table 10):
• functional requirements (F)
• performance requirements (P)
• interface requirements (I)
• operational requirements (O)
• design and implementation requirements (D)
To apply our boilerplate syntax we had to decompose the

natural language requirements into 234 requirements. For
example, the design requirement shown in Table 11 had to
be decomposed into six distinct boilerplates.

It is important to emphasize the role of the AOCS DSO,
described in Section IV-A, which facilitated the specification
and the semantic representation of the AOCS-related require-
ments. The non-AOCS requirements were not the same
easy to decompose and represent them using appropriate

TABLE 10. Eagle-Eye system requirements per subsystem.

ontology concepts. Since the relevant expertise did not exist
in the respective domains, the DSOs had to be updated,
while expressing the requirements using the boilerplate
placeholders. Still, at the end it was not possible to specify
all relationships between the additional concepts included in
the DSOs.

The semantic analysis of Section V yielded the results
shown in Table 12. No conflicts were found, which is
explained by the fact that these requirements are specifica-
tions at a relatively high level of abstraction. As expected,
no internal incompleteness was found, since we had to update
the DSOs with additional concepts, relevant to the values
assigned in the boilerplate placeholders. On the other hand,
the external incompleteness is relatively high, due to sev-
eral concepts that are referred only once, while our DSOs
cover sufficiently only the AOCS. Noise analysis is also
adversely affected, for the same reason. Ambiguity is rela-
tively low, but it reflects only the AOCS requirements, which
include concepts that can be replaced by subclasses of them.
Finally, the opacity score demonstrates the partial coverage
of domain-specific knowledge (i.e. for the AOCS), in relation
with the knowledge needed to cover all satellite subsystems.

The abstraction level of requirements has the following
impact. If the requirements are at a relatively high level of
abstraction, i.e. they are not detailed to the lowest level of
subsystem decomposition, as is the case of our AOCS require-
ments, external incompleteness may seem to be high, with-
out necessarily implying a real case of missing information.
In this case, we expect that the requirements may be refined
in subsequent iterations of allocating them to subsystem com-
ponents.

Finally, it is worth to highlight the important role of the
ambiguity analysis in guiding the refinement of require-
ments. Table 13 shows a requirement that refers to Eagle-
eye’s AOCS system. In this case, <Item:absolute
pointing error> and<Item:absolute measu-
rement error> were already defined within the Error
Generation and Controller subsystems of the AOCS
domain ontology (Fig. 9). Therefore, the ambiguity analysis
reported that <System:AOCS> can be replaced by the
respective subsystems, thus showing how these requirements
can be refined.

The semantic relatedness analysis of Section VI was also
applied, in an attempt to discover additional knowledge,
in particular for the system domains in which we had only
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TABLE 11. Eagle Eye subsystems requirement.

TABLE 12. Eagle-Eye semantic analysis results.

FIGURE 19. SAO representation of requirements in Example 4.

limited expertise. Example 4 refers to a small subset of
requirements for satellite communication, which is not sup-
ported by a DSO and points out a common problem in
requirements specification: functionality defined at different
levels of abstraction.
Example 4: We consider the following set of requirements

and the graph in Fig. 19, which shows the SAO property
assignments for the terms in the placeholders, with their cor-
responding weights:

(EE-MR-0160_7) M3: <System:Communicat
ion> shall send <Item:satellite status
data and scientific data>
(EE-MR-0170_1) M16:<System:Communicati
on> shall contain <System:S- band>
(EE-MR-0170_3) M10:<System:S-band> shall
transfer <Item: telemetry data>

The semantic relatedness of the mentioned terms is shown
in Table 14.

The analysis of Algorithm 1 starts from the high-
est semantic relatedness (step 1), which is given in
cell [satellite status data and scientific
data, Function1]. In the row for Function1, the
highest semantic relatedness that is selected next (step 4)
is found in the Communication column. Finally,
in the Communication row, the semantic relatedness
value corresponding to satellite status data and
scientific data cannot be selected and the next high-
est value that is selected is found in column Interface1.
Table 15 shows the selected semantic relatedness values.
It is evident that no SAO property exists that relates

Communication with Interface1, therefore the while
loop in step 5 exits and the algorithm yields the following
candidate properties:
a. Communication performs Function1
b. Communication presents Interface1
c. Interface1 transfers satellite status

data and scientific data

The pair Communication and satellite status
data and scientific data is excluded from the list,
since no SAO property can relate a System with an Item.
The first candidate property already exists, whereas the sec-
ond property is not valid, since the Communication sys-
tem cannot presentInterface1, which is an interface of its
S-Band subsystem (a system cannot present the same inter-
face with its subsystem). The last candidate property, accord-
ing to which Interface1 transfers the satellite
status data and scientific data, can be a
valid missing property if the telemetry data con-
tains or is contained in satellite status data and
scientific data.

If none of the candidate properties is valid, based on the
domain expert knowledge, then according to step 17 of Algo-
rithm 1, the next lower semantic relatedness value is selected,
in order to retrieve additional candidate properties.

As shown in Table 16, this value is given in
[Function1,S-Band], the analysis diverts to step 5 and
yields (without entering in the while loop) the following
candidate property:

S-Band performs Function1
This property denotes that the functionality specified in EE-
MR-0160_7 could be performed at a lower system level,
such that the transmission of telemetry data is done by the
Communication system through the S-Band.
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TABLE 13. Eagle-Eye AOCS performance requirement.

TABLE 14. Semantic relatedness of all terms in the requirements of Example 4.

TABLE 15. Discovery of latent semantic relations for Example 4 (1).

TABLE 16. Discovery of latent semantic relations for Example 4 (2).

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
A. WEB-BASED TOOL FOR REQUIREMENTS
SPECIFICATION AND ANALYSIS
A web-based tool was developed to automate the specifi-
cation, the semantic analysis and editing of system require-
ments based on themethodology proposed and the underlying
ontologies. No ontology engineering skills are required for
the tool user; it is not even necessary to have a basic under-
standing of the ontology technology.

The tool provides essential functionality for adding, editing
and deleting boilerplate requirements based on the overall
ontology architecture and the existing DSOs. The user does
not need to be knowledgeable for the available templates
in the boilerplate language (cf. Section IV-B1). Instead, the
right boilerplate template is automatically chosen based on
the placeholder terms that the user types or selects. If there
is no matching boilerplate, a warning is raised. A browsing
window is also provided, while editing a requirement, for

exploring the available classes in the existing DSOs. The
user can create new instances for any of the browsed classes,
in order to use them in requirement specifications.

Once the user has specified a set of requirements, it is
possible to run the semantic analysis that flags those require-
ments, which are found to contribute to any of the metrics
for the semantic issues that are checked (cf. Section V). The
semantic analysis runs through invoking the Apache Jena
API.4 According to the feedback provided (e.g. an inconsis-
tency case or incompleteness), the user can edit a requirement
or create additional requirement(s) towards improving the
quality of the requirements specified.

The tool interface consists of two windows:
• The requirement entry/editing window (Fig. 20),
through which it is possible to add, edit or delete a
boilerplate-based requirement. Editing takes place by
selecting terms (instances) from the DSOs shown in the
right-hand side of the window; it is also possible to use
instances of the SAO classes, if no relevant DSO class is
found.

• The semantic analysis window (Fig. 21) that shows
all requirements specified in a project, along with the
results of the last semantic analysis run.

B. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION
The experiment aimed to retrieve empirical evidence on the
effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed method into
a real industrial context. The experiment took the form of
an observation case study, whose design is described here
according to the relevant template by Runeson et al. [89].

4Appache Jena: https://github.com/TopQuadrant/shacl.
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FIGURE 20. Requirement entry window of the web-based tool for requirements specification and analysis.

FIGURE 21. Semantic analysis window of the web-based tool for requirements specification and analysis.

a: RESEARCH OBJECTIVES & RESEARCH QUESTIONS
According to the Goal - Question - Metric template [90], the
goal is to ‘‘analyse the methodology proposed for the purpose
of assessing it with respect to its effectiveness and efficiency
from the point of view of the requirement engineers, in the
context of the requirements formulation and semantic analysis
problem’’.

To this end, three research questions (RQ) were posed:
RQ1. Are there important differences in the time needed by

the engineers, to complete a given requirements spec-
ification task using our methodology?

To answer this question, the time (in hours) taken by
the subjects to complete the requirements specifica-
tion is recorded. This is an indication for the efficiency
of the methodology.

RQ2. How effective is the methodology for assuring that
everyone has the same expectations, for the system
under design?
Based on a natural language description of the system
under design, we assess the overall understanding of
the methodology by focusing on the difficulty to iden-
tify, which boilerplates to use and which values to fill
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TABLE 17. Subjects know-how and experience.

in their placeholders. Also, we evaluate the extent of
semantic similarity between the requirement specifi-
cations delivered by the different subjects.

RQ3. How effective is the methodology towards improv-
ing a requirements specification, i.e. to find cases of
incompleteness, inconsistency etc. and revise the cor-
responding requirements?
We explore the effectivenes of the semantic analysis
in guiding the subjects to improve their requirements
specification. First, we count the number of specifica-
tion issues that are initially identified using the seman-
tic analysis. Afterwards, we measure the degree of
difficulty, for the subjects, to understand these issues
(if any) and the degree of difficulty to remove them.

The research questions focus on the evaluation of the
method itself, which depends on the web-based tool used by
the subjects. No questions were posed for the tool evaluation,
because this was left as future work, as the tool may be further
improved.

b: CASE STUDY AND SUBJECTS SELECTION
To answer questions RQ1 - RQ3, the selected subjects were
assigned the task of specifying requirements for the Orbit
Control System that is described in online Appendix B.
The subjects were prompted to use the AOCS DSO
(cf. Section IV-A) and the web-based tool, in order to spec-
ify requirements for the Orbit Control System, to analyze
them semantically and subsequently fix as many problems as
possible.

The subjects were five engineers with diverse domain
expertise and industrial experience in requirements specifica-
tion (Table 17). The reason for having selected subjects with
diverse domain knowledge was to assess the degree to which
the DSO is used and the impact of this to the effectiveness
metrics. The subjects did not know each other, so that they
could not discuss, while working on the specification task.

c: DATA COLLECTION
Each subject studies a brief introduction (4 pages) to the
SAO ontology and the boilerplate language, along with con-
crete examples on the use of specific boilerplates, for the
data, functional and behavioral perspectives when specifying
requirements (cf. Section III-B). Then, the case study descrip-
tion was given to them, as well as private access to the web-
based tool. No additional help was provided to the subjects,
while working on the case study.

After having completed their work, the questionnaire in
Fig. 22 was given to the subjects, in a personal inter-

FIGURE 22. Questionnaire for research questions.

view, to collect qualitative data on the research questions
RQ1 - RQ3. The subjects were asked not only to answer the
linkert scale questionnaire, but also to convincingly justify
their answers. Moreover, the evaluator (designer of the SAO,
the boilerplate language and the DSO) asked questions on the
final specification outcome, in order to interpret the answers
of the subjects. The interviews were not recorded, but the
evaluator kept notes.

d: DATA ANALYSIS
Given the data collected from the interviews, the evaluator
performed simple quantitative and qualitative analyses. In the
quantitative analysis, the linkert scale values from the ques-
tionnaires were compared. For the qualitative analysis, the
evaluator studied the requirement specifications provided by
the subjects, in order to measure the number of common
boilerplate requirements, as well as to find errors in the spec-
ifications, due to a possible misuse of the DSO. Common
boilerplate requirements are considered those using the same
boilerplate templates, with all their placeholders filled in with
instances of the same ontology classes.

C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Table 18 reports the quantitative results on the metrics asso-
ciated with the answers to the questions of Fig. 22.

All subjects found the methodology easy to understand,
well documented and not particularly difficult to apply. Since
the boilerplate language is based on the SAO concepts and
relationships, we expected that this would affect its ease of
use. Actually, it was found that once the subjects became
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TABLE 18. Quantitative experimental results.

familiarized with the concept relationships in SAO, it came
more natural to them to express requirements using the
language, without consulting the grammar notes provided.
In general, the subjects found ‘‘boilerplates to be self-
explanatory’’ and several times during their interviews char-
acterized the language as highly ‘‘expressive’’. None of the
subjects mentioned any difficulty in identifying the place-
holder values to use in the boilerplates, but during data anal-
ysis, it was found that the two subjects with limited or no
domain expertise utilized less instances from the AOCS DSO
compared to the number of instances used by the domain
experts.

The semantic analysis results showed some opacity issues
in the specifications performed by the subjects with limited or
no domain expertise. These issues were attributed to incorrect
use of the instances in the AOCS DSO, which was confirmed
during the interview. Concretely, it was noted that ‘‘the most
difficult part, while specifying the boilerplate requirements,
was to select the right placeholder values from the AOCS
DSO’’ and that they ‘‘would like to have more explanations
for the terms found in the domain’’, which is also related
to the lack of domain knowledge, for these subjects. Also,
it was found that due to the existence of multiple classes and
subclasses in the AOCS DSO ontology and the abundance
of instances, the task to find the right instances was very
time-consuming and they did not manage to avoid making
mistakes.

For the subjects that are domain experts, no issues were
found in selecting the right instances of the AOCS DSO.
During their interview, these subjects commented that the
domain ontology ‘‘is highly extensive and extensible’’.

Regarding the other semantic analysis results, all subjects
stated that ‘‘incomplete and redundant requirements were
fully understood’’ and they had no difficulty to eliminate
these issues. On the other hand, for the noisy and opaque
requirements, the subjects would like to have more explana-
tions on how to handle them.

Table 19 reports the results of the qualitative analysis con-
ducted in the requirement specifications by the different sub-
jects. Similarity, i.e. the percentage of common boilerplate

requirements, lies from 60% to 65,63% among the non
experts in the domain, from 83,75% to 94,52% among the
experts, and from 29,33% to 39,1% when comparing the
non experts with the domain experts. Specification problems
stemming from erroneous use of the DSO were found only in
the requirements written by the non experts.

The conclusions drawn from the quantitative and qualita-
tive analysis regarding the research questions posed are sum-
marized as follows:

RQ1. There are noteworthy differences in the time efficiency
to complete the given requirements specification task,
between the subjects with no domain expertise and the
domain experts.

RQ2. All subjects reported that they had almost no diffi-
culty to understand the methodology from the point
of view of identifying the right boilerplate, but the
subjects with no domain expertise had some more
difficulties to find the right values for the boilerplate
placeholders. High similarity was observed between
the requirement specifications of the domain experts,
which means that, for them, the methodology assures
the same expectations for the system under design.

RQ3. All issues identified in the specifications of the domain
experts have been eventually eliminated, whereas the
subjects with limited or no experience managed to
eliminate about 55% of the issues detected. A sig-
nificant number of the remained issues was due to
incorrect use of the DSO.

Some enlightening feedback was also provided by the sub-
jects, which is worth to mention:

• In the description of the Orbit Control System that
was given to the subjects, it was not clearly stated
whether the MIL-STD-1553 bus protocol is used for
both external and internal system communication. The
domain experts, based on the AOCS DSO, specified the
MIL-STD-1553 bus connection for external communi-
cation only, which is correct. On the other hand, the
subjects with limited expertise in the domain, misun-
derstood the AOCS DSO and used the MIL-STD-1553
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TABLE 19. Qualitative experimental results.

bus connection in the interconnect with the orbit control
subsystems, which is not correct.
This clearly shows how the DSO can affect the end-
result, if there are ambiguities in the description of the
system under design.

• The domain experts pointed out the need to interfere
with the design of the DSO and allow extending it
according to their project-specific needs, which is not
currently supported by the web-based tool. This need
stemmed from the fact that the AOCS DSO differen-
tiates control systems from the software, whereas for
the domain experts the control systems would not be
expected as decoupled from the software. Moreover,
it was also mentioned that the current AOCS DSO does
not cover domain knowledge that is mission-specific
(e.g. differentiate between Lagrangian or Geostationary,
where in the former, no GPS sensors can be used in
attitude determination).

• The domain experts emphasized the need to allow for
differentiating the naming of terms in the DSO, when
specifying requirements, due to possible discrepancies
in terms, between the different companies. This can be
addressed by the ontology architecture proposed, since
it supports the definition of synonyms (through the LO
ontology) for the terms given as instances of the classes
in the DSO.

D. THREATS TO VALIDITY
The potential threats to validity of the experiment’s results
are distinguished in threats against the internal and external
validity. Internal validity refers to possible influences that
may alter the experiment’s outcome, whereas external valid-
ity concerns with the degree to which the results can be gen-
eralized.

While the scope of the conducted experiment is the
method’s efficiency and effectiveness, the performance of the
subjects inevitably depends on the available tool for applying
the proposed methodology. In particular, even though the
subjects could easily access the semantic analysis results,
including feedback for each specified requirement, a potential
internal validity threat is whether the subjects cannot fully
comprehend and eliminate the reported issues in their require-
ment specifications. This threat concerns with a potentially
inadequate design of our web-based tool, which could affect
the internal validity of the experimental results. However,
from the results presented in Section VIII-C,, we note that the
subjects were eventually able to select the right boilerplates,

whereas the cause for any specification issue that was not
eliminated (i.e. when the subject did not manage to iden-
tify the right values for boilerplate placeholders) was related
exclusively to the lack of domain expertise. Consequently,
even if the semantic analysis results would be presented in
a different way, this could not affect the experimental results
for the method’s efficiency and effectiveness.

On the side of external validity, a potential threat is the
dependence of the experimental results on how the domain
knowledge is presented to the prospective users of our
methodology. In practice, for the DSO ontologies to be effec-
tively utilized, users with limited or no domain expertise
need a thorough presentation and an adequate description of
their classes and instances. The degree to which the current
interface of the web-based tool affects the external validity
of the experimental results needs to be further examined, and
this will happen when being able to consider and compare
the present implementation with alternative user interface
designs.

IX. LESSONS LEARNED
Among the lessons learned from the case study of Section VII
and the experiment in Section VIII, we noted that the set of
requirements affects some analysis results more than some
other. Incompleteness and inconsistency analyses, in prin-
ciple, depend on the requirement specifications, for which
they check the boilerplate placeholders for missing references
(e.g. producer/consumer relationships, states etc.) and con-
flicts (e.g. contradicting functions and placeholder values).
The rest of the semantic analyses mainly depend on the avail-
ability of concepts and their relationships in domain specific
ontologies, i.e. on the degree to which these ontologies have
been developed.

Furthermore, the requirement specification approach and
boilerplate language did not present any difficulties for the
engineers to understand and use them, irrespective of whether
they are domain experts or not. It is also noteworthy that the
size of a specification task matters in what is concerned with
the detail reflected in the DSO. Thus, for a small specification
task, a large DSO may not be easily utilized, whereas for a
relatively large specification task, the DSO may be limited in
scope and need to be extended.

The domain ontology was characterized as highly exten-
sive. The engineers without experience in the particular
domain still can perform their requirement specification task,
despite that they will likely not use the domain ontology as
effectively as the domain experts. This affects the time needed
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to specify requirements, as well as the degree to which DSO
instances are used.

During the experiment analysis we have recorded the engi-
neers expectations: (i) to provide an overview of what exactly
is supported in the domain and (ii) to provide the means to
enhance the existing domain knowledge on a per project use.
For the first requirement, the current version of the web-based
tool provides only a limited view of the domain ontology
contents, i.e. it shows only the existing classes and instances,
while their relations are limited only to the SAO relationships.
For the second requirement, the domain ontology architecture
is open to extensions, but we currently assume that DSO
extensions will not be allowed for the engineer(s) involved
in the requirements specification, therefore this functional-
ity is not supported by the tool. Possible extensions to the
DSO are currently implemented through external ontology
editing tools (e.g. TopBraid Composer), a task that is usually
entrusted to an ontology engineer, who knows how to prop-
erly extend the domain knowledge.

Last but not least, our experience on extending the AOCS
DSO has shown the need to perform alternating cycles of
requirements specification and DSO updates, a practice that
contributes towards building a highly expressive and benefi-
cial domain ontology.

X. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We presented an ontology-driven requirements formulation
and semantic analysis approach, for system requirements.
This work complements a previous work in [1] that focuses
on the requirements formalization and their model-based val-
idation. To address the lack of a universal interpretation of
the natural language syntax, we employ requirement boiler-
plates with ontology-based semantics. This also serves as a
means to generate semantic relationships between the values
in the boilerplate placeholders, as well as to derive all implicit
assumptions by utilizing the asymmetric producer/consumer
relationships defined in an upper ontology.

The overall semantic modeling framework makes it easy to
develop and integrate domain specific ontologies, which pro-
vide an essential aid for specifying requirements. We showed
how to accomplish this goal and then we presented a series of
analyses that allow detecting inconsistencies, missing infor-
mation, ambiguity and other semantic omissions. Last but
not least, a semantic relatedness analysis was introduced
that facilitates the extraction of tacit knowledge from a set
of requirements, in order to improve the semantic coverage
of the system domain. This particular contribution leads to
explicitly represent any implicit knowledge that will have to
be taken into account.

The expressiveness of the requirements specification
approach and the scope of the semantic analyses were evalu-
ated based on a set of system requirements of diverse types,
for a virtual earth-observation reference satellite by ESA,
called Eagle Eye. A user experiment was also conducted,
to assess the efficiency and the effectiveness of the proposed
solution. The subjects of this experiment were requirement

engineers with varied degrees of experience in the space
industry. The results confirmed that the additional cost for
applying the approach is affordable and justified for the kind
of systems they are working on (critical embedded systems),
but provided also valuable feedback towards introducing it
into the industrial practice.

The system of ontologies of the overall framework is avail-
able online, alongwith the detailed formalization of the ontol-
ogy relationships and rules that are provided in an online
appendix of the present article. Finally, our web-based tool
makes the approach accessible to engineers, who do not have
any ontology engineering experience.

The main ingredients of the overall approach, i.e. the
boilerplate syntax (Section IV-B1), the semantic analy-
sis (Section V) and the tacit knowledge extraction pro-
cess (Section VI), are founded on the SAO upper ontology
(Section III-B). As a future prospect, we are interested to
assess the suitability of this framework for other industrial
contexts, beyond space systems. We expect that the SAO
upper ontology and the expressiveness of requirement boiler-
plates, will have to be extended in order to cover an expanding
range of extra-functional requirements.

A tempting prospect is also the validation of the ontology
with respect to the overall coverage of the domain knowledge.
There are several ontology analysis tools, which allow to eval-
uate qualitatively or quantitatively an ontology (e.g. average
or maximum depth of class inheritance tree or class ances-
tors etc.) and they can help to identify potentially problem-
atic parts. However, none of the existing evaluation methods,
neither alone nor in combination, can guarantee a ‘‘sound’’
ontology [91].

Finally, a related direction of research is the derivation of
formal properties from semantically validated requirements
and their verification on a formal model of system design.
In [1], we proposed a correctness-by-construction design
approach to limit the need for a posteriori model checking,
which does not scale to solve realistic problems. However,
further work is required to incorporate fault handling and
diagnosability analysis (e.g. failuremode and effects analysis,
fault tree generation, failure recovery analysis etc).
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